
Parshat Ki Tavo

Friday 8th September 2017 
Candle Lighting  5.24pm
Maariv 6.15pm

Shabbat 9th September 2017 
Shacharit  9.00am
Mincha 5.05pm
Maariv 6.20pm

A word from the Rabbi 

KI TAVO HAKARAT HATOV

In this week’s Parsha, we are commanded to bring our first fruits, bikkurim, to 
Yerushalayim and offer them as a sacrifice.

On arrival, we place the fruit in a basket, hand it to the Kohain and proclaim: 
“An Aramean sought to destroy my father and he went down to Egypt, small in number, 
and there he became a mighty and prosperous nation. And the Egyptians ill treated us, 
afflicted us and laid heavy bondage upon us. And we cried up to Hashem and He heard 
our voice ... and He took us out with a mighty hand ... and He brought us to this land 
flowing with milk and honey ... And now I have brought of the first fruit of the land that 
Hashem has given me ...”

This proclamation appears premature, for perhaps this year’s crop won’t succeed. 

I would like to suggest that the Torah’s message is twofold.

Firstly, appreciation needs context; one cannot truly appreciate a moment unless he is 
able to see it in light of all of the struggles, the sufferings and the setbacks that preceded 
it. Accomplishments seen in isolation may seem unremarkable, until one appreciates the 
magnitude of the feat given its context. 

Secondly, appreciation does not depend on quantity. We don’t thank Hashem for how 
much He has granted us. Rather, we give thanks out of a moral duty to do so.

When we look at our first fruits, the literal fruit of our labour, we openly and candidly 
declare: “Look how far we have come despite all that we have endured.” The fact that we 
can stand on our own, that we have the ability to reap our first fruits and the freedom to 
bring them to Yerushalayim, this in and of itself is something to be grateful for.
Our mindset should not be “what do we have to show appreciation for”, but rather, “how 
could we not show appreciation in light of this?”

Shabbat shalom 



We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Bar/Bat Mitzvah to:

 Valerie Bergheim  Dylan Friedman  Jessica Friedman
 Jeffrey Glazer  Rebecca Gurevich Geoffrey Jacobs
 Ralph Schaefer  Dylan Sherman  Barry Slobedman
 Lara Solomon  Aaron Temple

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Wedding Anniversary to:

 Daven and Renee Agranat  Brett and Valerie Bergheim  
 Michael and Jacqui Gordon Maish and Chana Grauman
 Stan and Rolene Schneider

We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate 
Yartzeit this week:

Frederick Alexander  for his wife  Zara Alexander
Rennie Chertkow   for her husband  Samuel Chertkow
Brian Chertkow   for his father  Samuel Chertkow
Belinda Levy   for her grandmother Millie Cimring
Jeffrey Cohen   for his father  Ralph Cohen
David Cowan   for his father  Philip Cowan
Abie Davidowitz   for his mother  Bassel Davidowitz
Rayna Sandler   for her brother  Mervyn Gerszt
Steven Gild   for his mother  Queenie Gild
Anne Cornofsky   for her mother  Jessie Klibansky
Glenda Krawchuk   for her husband  Dennis Krawchuk
Monique Winderbaum  for her father  Dennis Krawchuk
Richard Lazarus   for his father  Ruben Lazarus
Jennifer Joffe   for her mother  Ethol Lowenthal
Nadine Marcus   for her mother in law Antoinette Marcus
David Naar   for his mother  Lucy Naar
Toby Hammeschlag  for her mother  Sarah Sack
Howard Sher   for his father  Theodore Sher
Estelle Behrens   for her mother  Sarah Turner
Donald Blumgart   for his sister  Lorraine Zway



We wish a hearty Mazal Tov to
Ethan Melnick

On his Bar Mitzvah this Shabbat
And to his parents

Larry and Sarah Melnick
And grandparents

Basil and Sharon Melnick and Sue and Lewis Nicolas

Ethan is a caring, loving and supportive son, 
brother and friend. He loves all sports, especially 
soccer, snow-boarding, bike-riding and 
roller-blading and has a strong interest in building 
and technology. 

He was named after his great grandfather 
Emmanuel (Manny) Joseph and takes after him in 
many ways – especially his talent for fixing things 
and being a “mensch”. 

Ethan is very excited to become a bar mitzvah 
and celebrate his special day with all his family 
and friends and we wish him all the health and 
happiness in the years ahead.




